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Readers of Zapf.punkt may have reached the foregone conclusion that we are only
advocating non-conformism, radicalism, and a surrealist rebellion against the power
elite because, as non-violent anarchists, those are the only means possible to advocate
for social change. Okay, sure. But there's more.
When the Vietnam war was raging and the United States Congress continued to pour
the wealth of the nation into its meaningless display of total destruction, it was not
enough to simply spray graffitti onto the wall, to quit jobs, to move the the Haight and
start dropping acid. There were continuous efforts being made on all fronts. Public
intellectuals held forums, tribunals, and debates. They filed lawsuits, mounted
protests, provoked their adversaries, and took direct actions all over the place. It is not
for nostalgia that the sixties are revisited. It is for tactics, for inspiration, for good
humor and to keep faith that we are actually still living in a brotherhood / sisterhood
of humankind which is worth fighting for.
"The most dangerous link in our chain of existence is obedience. We've trained
ourselves and our children so that they are prepared to do anything if they are called
upon to do it." That is what Julian Huxley said to R.D. Laing. Is it any less true today?
There can be no obedience to the powerful who have already wrecked our planet. It is
not a fight against them , against terrorism, fascism or capitalism. It is a struggle to free
our own minds from the authoritarian impulse that sustains them all. We can't stand
by and watch as people are herded into a Meta Farce and plugged into the matrix. We
need to be reskilling, relearning, and rewilding. That is why.
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reality check: international times
the UFO Pink Floyd landed in was a time machine

The predecessor to the International
Times was a cheaply printed zine called
the Global-moon edition Long-hair Times,
which appeared on the 1st of April,
1966. It was full of scribblings, comics,
and scattershot contents compiled by
Barry Miles and Hoppy Hopkins from
the midst of their hippie enclave at
Notting Hill, London. The only
substantial news item in the first issue
was from Ed Sanders, who described
his arrest at the Peace Eye Bookstore in
New York. According to Sanders, he
was "freaked into the slams on an
obscene literature charge." Not only did
the police confiscate all copies of Fuck
You / a magazine of the Arts , but they

forced him to strip naked and prove
that his testicles were not covered with
hieroglyphic tattoos. Apparently, the
only thing the police discovered in that
investigation was that literalism is a
poor weapon to wield against humor.
Of course, the authorities in London
would not have been amused by this
reportage, if they knew of its existence.
But chances are that the tiny
newsletters, such as Long-hair Times,
Notting Hill Newsletter, and The Gate,
were such poorly-distributed ephemera
that nobody noticed them at all. In that
gap between the visible press and the
invisible underground was a deep vein
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of opportunity. Hoppy Hopkins must
have sensed this when he used a stencil
duplicator to run off copies of a list of
names and addresses. He included all
of the people whom he considered to
be movers and shakers in the emerging
underground culture. Then Hoppy
distributed copies to everyone on the
list. This act alone was later considered
to be a huge propellant that helped to
launch the underground culture of
London in the late 1960s. You could
never do this now, what clumsy opsec!
At the time, who might have seen these
intermittent handouts? They were as
ephemeral as dust in the wind. Today,
they are scarce collector's items, and the
only place you can get hold of a copy of
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The Longhair Times is from an exclusive

auction house. It seems that Maggs
Bros. Ltd, has "The LongHair Times.
Global Moon Edition. Fuck For Peace.
LSD 25. & The Gate. Notting Hill Gate
Neighbourhood Newsletter. Monday,
April 4, 1966." They will sell you a copy
for 600 British Pounds.
Through these delicate strands and
over to distant connections, memes
were being transmitted. Like a virus,
as William S. Burroughs, pointed out,
the ideas moved from host to host.
They spread and evolved into a new
global awareness that broke down the
existing media monopolies, evaded the
authorities by virtue of their
infinitesimal impact, and challenged
the foundations of authority itself.

UFO Presents Night Tripper at the Blarney Club. photo by Adan Ritchie (Dec 1 966).
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Mick Farren, IT writer and editor, drumming up the protest crowd, Oz Trial (1 971 ).

Not bad for some amateur shoestring
newsletters. But all that was about to
change. The crises taking place around
the world were too many and too rapid
for anyone to comprehend. The tried
and true modes of international affairs,
which mostly consisted of coup d'etat
and installation of compliant dictators,
were stumbling over grass roots
rebellion. In the People's Republic of
China, a Cultural Revolution was being
declared. Soviet agents appeared
everywhere. Like the mouse, Savior
Faire, they crossed the Iron Curtain as
if it was Swiss cheese.
Meanwhile, the newspapers of record
perceived of themselves as the

permanent owners of the truth. Were
they actually undermining themselves?
Fleet Street surely felt invulnerable,
with it's teams of correspondents,
editors, printers, and financiers all
toeing the most conservative possible
line.
They paid no attention when erstwhile
investigations, like those of I.F. Stone
demonstrated the methods that they
used to conceal facts and to hijack the
narrative during the Korean War. They
saw that criticism from lone voices on
the Left did not interfere with their
commercial interests, and in fact could
be used as bellweathers to gauge the
oppostion. Those powerful media
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corporations drifted into a strange
space where people knew they were a
fraud, but nobody could touch them.
Money, it turns out, trumps reason in
the advanced stages of capitalism.
Who knew? For those convinced of
their invulnerable position, what
possible interest could they take in the
juvenile scribblings of dope fiends and
unemployed poets?
Nonetheless, those scribblings, jazz
concerts, poetry readings, were having
their effects. They were giving way to
other happenings. Light shows, rock
music, acid trips. London wasn't
Kansas anymore. Everything changed
when the bombshell of hallucinogenic
drugs exploded over the sky of Notting
Hill. Even the Royal Signal Corps went
barefoot in the head.
It was as if a sudden influx of energy
had arrived, from some other part of
the Universe, and this flow of
goodness, healing and loving kindness
invigorated and empowered all those
who could sense it.
People began to find each other. Like
Richard Dreyfuss and Melinda Dillon
groping towards the image of Devil's
Tower in Moorcroft, Wyoming, people
drifted beyond the edge of their normal
daily routines, and found new families
in laid back coffee houses where
everyone was getting high. But the
people around them were so far out,
decked out in costumes from outer
space, they seemed to be visitors from
other realms. Were they?

Nigel Weymouth, Granny Takes a Trip jacket (1 966).

While everyone sat nodding at their
wrought iron tables during the liminal
hours between truth and beauty, a dark
gap irised open in the ceiling above.
There, drifting down headfirst, and
then turning like a pinwheel, was a
bearded hippie dressed in what looked
like the remnants of a haberdashers'
brawl. But he wasn't alone. There
were others who came swinging down
on gimbels through a time warp.
In flats and empty shops in the middle
of the night, there would appear a
floating zone of darkness. It drifted
around the roofbeams like a surgeon's
probe, looking for the right spot. Then
a gyre of smoke appeared and spat
another one of the wierdos through.
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That unexplainable cosmic force -- like
an editor's mistaken notion of what the
writer meant to say -- kept dumping
bus-loads of hairy lumpkins and their
musical gear into those run down
Victorian houses of Ladbroke Grove.
For the stoned youths sitting up on the
couch, it was like watching a film
projection of Jerry Cornelius falling
down a paisley garbage chute from
another dimension.
No London wasn't Kansas anymore... it
wasn't even Chicago!

Dik Mik Davies, Dave Brock and Tim Blake of the
psychedelic band, Hawkwind, expositors of leather
jackets and 'quasi-political cosmic doom rock' such
as The Psychedelic Warlords (Disappear In Smoke
1 974.).
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Across the pond, in the summer of
1966, the East Village Other was forming
an Underground Press Syndicate.
Unlike the commercial press
syndicates, which allowed paying
subscribers to print stories from a
collective newswire, the Underground
Press Syndicate allowed participating
publications to reprint each other's
material for free. This paved the way
for significantly better content to flow
between the underground publishers.
In October 1966 Paul McCartney
became a financial backer for a new
publication, one that was meant to be a
reality check against the false
narratives projected by the superconservative Times.
With Paul
involved, the International Times gained
access to whole new level of support.
They survived a legal skirmish with
The Times itself, which insisted they
drop Times from their masthead.
Through this serendipitous setback, the
name was shortened to IT, or simply it;
celebrated by the adoption of the face
of the original "it girl," Clara Bow.
According to Peter Stansill, who would
soon become the IT operations
manager, that "vampish 1920s film star
stared dolefully out of a black rectangle
containing a white lower-case serif “it”.
This was supposed to be Clara Bow, the
“It girl” from Josef von Sternberg’s
1927 film It. In fact, it was Theda Bara,
another silent-era star. The error was an
overture to the comic opera that is the
story of International Times, Britain’s –
and Europe’s – first underground
newspaper."
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The launch party for International Times
was was the also the premiere of Centre
42's Roundhouse as a music venue.
The old railway turning station, built in
1847, was largely abandoned even
before WWII. Then in 1964 it was reopened as a performing arts space by
the playwright, Arnold Wesker.
Imagine going to the opening night
concert there and witnessing an
unknown band, Pink Floyd, as they
performed under flowing psychedelic
lights. Paul McCartney went disguised
as a sheikh and mixed with the crowd
as their feet squished across a floor
covered with spilled jelly.
Of the two thousand people who
showed up, an unknown number were

tripping on LSD and opening
doorways into a transmogrified world
of futuristic Mandelbrot waves. The
UFO that Pink Floyd landed in was a
time machine. At least until they blew
out the 13-amp power supply.
What was going on in that
roundhouse? What were people
experiencing under the mind-warping
influence of hallucinogenic drugs? It
was as if the old channels of
communication were dried up, and a
new cascade of energy was flooding
down from the sky. We were getting a
message from the stars. It said: stop
listening to the pumped up jackass
behind the curtain. His days of ruling
you are all over. Free your body. Free
your spirit, and free your mind.

staff of the International Times, photo Barry Miles
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Autogeddon
Can there be a more fitting prose poem for
our times than Autogeddon?
First
published in 1 991 , Heathcote Williams
diatribe against auto culture was already a
howl of agony for a lost world. And yet, no
matter what we do, the creeping web of
pavement just goes on delivering its
payload of toxic mechanization, leaving no
corner of our world untouched.
When I lived in China in the early 90's, I
too, tried to communicate the horror of
what the automobile was going to bring to
their nation of bicycles. At that time, during
the building boom of highways and ring
roads, my complaint seemed well nigh
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incomprehensible to the people there.
More than a decade later, in Shanghai, my
Chinese colleagues were starting to get
the picture. They saw the traffic jams, the
endless densification, and the multi-lane
bypasses being constructed overhead.
They could feel the encroachment of that
most pernicious of all human inventions
into every corner of their existence. Even
so, only one person in China told me that
they decided against the purchase of a
personal automobile on environmentalist
grounds. It made me realize that my
decade of raving against the automobile in
China was futile. Nothing could be done.
The deafening roar of cars would never
end, like the amplifiers at a heavy metal
concert, the volume would be gradually
turned up until everyone's head explodes.
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Heathcote Williams, to his credit, took an
absolutist position against automobiles.
He assembled a huge dossier of terrible
facts about the car, demonstrating that the
last thing it was designed for was human
health and safety. On the contrary, if you
take into consideration the lethal crashes,
the toxic pollution, the insane amount of
resources consumed in the design,
manufacture, and repair of automobiles, it
begins to look like an insidious plot bent on
the destruction of the human race.
At the turn of the 20th Century, electric
trolleys were replacing horse drawn
carriages in most cities of the world. But
then, as if by the claws of Godzilla, they
were suddenly ripped away and replaced
by pavement for fuel-burning motorcars.
The reconstruction of the modern city gave
precedence to the automobile, as if
humans were some mere accessory. This
was crystal clear to Heathcote Williams, in
the long prose poem that makes up half of
his lavishly illustrated volume, Autogeddon.
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our soft bodies into flaming wrecks or piling
us up into endless traffic jams. There really
was an insidious plot behind it all, those
petroleum companies, with their infernal
drills and distilleries of pure poison, with
their naptha crackers and plastics, had
moved with careful precision to make sure
that the automobile -- with a bottomless
thirst for their licquor -- was the only option
for humans to travel. At least until the
invention of the jet aircraft.
Williams saw it all coming and hated every
minute of it. His book reads like a
tragicomedy, in which he peels away the

"Were an Alien Visitor to hover a few
hundred yards above the planet, it could
be forgiven for thinking that cars were the
dominant life-form, and that human beings
were a kind of ambulatory fuel cell,
injected when the car wished to move off,
and ejected when they were spent."
And why should we be at the wheel of a
fast-moving conglomeration of metal and
combustible gas in the first place? To go
places fast? For what? We have
destroyed our garden planet in order to
travel at dangerous speeds, either hurtling

Autogeddon, first edition, 1 991 .
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onion skin of painful realization, one layer
after another. The isolation, the toxicity,
the disconnection from nature all bothered
him immensely, not to mention the noise!
"The vibratory hum of each driver's engine
swells an onslaught of erosive sound-porn,
deadening the psyche. Rush hour drivers
mass together in a compulsive and
pleasureless spectacle of mechanical selfabuse. Civilization's distinguishing call
resembles a harsh bottom A, a penetrative
drawling of ninety decibels. Rats exposed
to such levels exhibit overt aggression and
no longer nurture their young."
Naturally there is a connection between
Heathcote Williams' poem and J.G. Ballard
who is credited with coining the term
"autogeddon." In the books Crash and
Concrete Island, Ballard used his
characteristic clinical and psychological
style to probe the effects of the automobile
on human beings, both as erotic focal
points and as engines of our own
destruction.
Through it all, Ballard
maintains his enigmatic aloofness.
Ballard was a step removed. He portrayed
not only cars, but everything else in our
city-scapes and our built environment as
the edges of a multi-bladed weapon. The
city itself does us harm, designed as it is
to suit the cars instead of the passengers.
The way we climb inside of cars and drive
everywhere, the way we identify with them
as extensions of ourselves -- the whole
way in which our modern life has changed
-- Ballard saw as a subtle evolutionary
nudge, affecting us in ways we don't
understand.
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We've become a different kind of species.
It's not a value judgement necessarily, but
there is a feeling of desensitization and
alienation going on. It's unmistakable.
Ballard was a pessimist in many cases.
And, to him these abreactions to our
contemporary life were both manifestations
of mental illness and manifestations of our
new branch of the human. We all have
these symptoms as urban dwellers, he
would argue, because of the environment
we're in and which we can't control.
While Ballard was a passive observer of
these phenomemon, Heathcote Williams
was an activist, a radical, a rebel, a punk.
He took on every deleterious phenomenon
with a one-two punch. As a passionate
city dweller, he tried every possible avenue
of resistance and direct action.
Heathcote Williams was a political animal,
known for his graffitti sloganeering. He
even painted graffitti on the walls of
Buckingham Palace once, although he
primarily targeted the length and breadth
of his own neighborhood in Notting Hill,
London. He countered gentrification by
organizing squatters in the city, and later
formed them into their own state,
Frestonia, that declared its independence
from Britain.
Heathcote Williams attacked the
automobile as the inimical force that was
dehumanizing our living space and cut us
off from each other.
" S i n ce n o on e voted for th e car―
Ru bbi s h i n g th em req u i res n o
referen d u m , " h e s ai d .
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ahmed khaled towfik - utopia
Ahmed Khaled Towfik, who died from a
heart attack in 201 8, was known as the
'Godfather of popular culture' in Cairo,
Egypt. His prolific output included
hundreds of young adult novellas that were
published in cheap pocket book editions,
dealing with the supernatural, with science
fiction and horror, and which sometimes
combined fictional and historical figures in
mashups that might be called 'slipstream'
fiction.

characters imperfect and amusing.
Perhaps his most famous creation was the
80 book series of stories "Beyond Nature,"
featuring the adventures of Refaat Ismael,
a professor of hematology at the Faculty of
Medicine in an Egyptian university. The
elderly bachelor, Ismael, smokes heavily,
pops nitroglycerine pills because of his
weak heart, and suffers from asthma,
hardened arteries, and ulcers. He is
characterized as bored and nervous, and
inclined to sarcasm while at the same time
Towfik's writing is charming and direct, his being highly intolerant of being criticised
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himself. Owing to his scientific mind,
Refaat is continually surprised by
supernatural phenomena that he cannot
explain.
The first Refaat Ismael story takes place in
1 959 when the Doctor was a young man of
thirty-five. He meets up with a colleague,
Dr. Richard at a hematology research
conference in London, and they are
introduced to another man, Richard
Luvarsky, at an interview in Yorkshire.
From there, the trio of doctors team up to
work on an experiment that examines the
vampire legend of Count Dracula. By
means of scientific experiments on the
nature of human blood, they hope to prove
or disprove the validity of the vampire
myth. Included in the same volume, which
runs for barely 1 30 pages all told, there is
a second adventure involving the wolfman.
As the danger mounts, Refaat fears that
he will be attacked by the werewolf, and
laments: "I began to imagine myself
returning to Cairo without two feet, so that I
will have to beg next to the Al-Hussein
Mosque. Or I picture myself as a victim of
these humorless gray wolves in Romania...
Will they honor my memory in the Faculty
of Medicine and call the toilet in it after my
name? The toilet of the martyr (Refaat
Ismael)!..."
Towfik himself was a medical doctor, who
was on the faculty of the university in
Cairo. So we know from this first book,
published in 1 992, the sort of selfdeprecatory humor that would be laced
through all of his adventurous and fantastic
tales. The same sardonic point of view can
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be found in his blog, where he provided his
personal commentary on society.
Here's a snippet, translated from Towfik's
blog dated February 1 st, 201 2:
The Amortizers
" I was dying of thirst on that hot day, and,

by nature not fond of soda water, I went to
a shop for cane juice...my first love, which I
am amazed that it has not yet conquered
the world. There the salesman poured me
a large glass which I held, glimmering to
my lips, to find that it was useless. The
smell and taste had a foul color that
reminds one of taro soup...
I was puzzled.. How much is the profit
margin for a cup of cane juice?..certainly it
is no less than 80%..therefore the seller
got forty of the fifty piasters that is the price
of the cup. What does he want?..and why
should he adulterate the juice by mixing it
with water? Why does he not offer me a
good commodity and settle for forty
piasters instead of forty-eight?
I told the man in anger that I would never
deal with him again, and he shook his
head in a mixture of sarcastic apology and
indifference. What does he lose if he loses
a customer and what does he gain if he
keeps it?
The important thing for him is that he took
it from me this time and it was over, and no
one sleeps hungry. Tomorrow comes, but
as for me... This is how one man's
sustenance is used as a justification for
endless deceptions comitted upon others.
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The truth is that this kind of selfish
philosophy applies to everything in our
lives, starting with a glass of cane juice
and ending with a luxury car or villa on the
North Coast. "

Legend of the Blue Flame (Supernatural #1 3).

Here, we can get the feel of Towfik's
engagement with the people around him.
Whether angry or amused -- usually both
at the same time -- he strikes at the root of
social ills and lays them bare with a simple
striking image. In the same way, Towfik
carved out in lightning strokes his dark,
dystopian novel, Utopia, about future
enclaves of rich and poor in Egypt.
Published in 2011 , some people interpret
his book as a prediction of the staggering
inequalities of society that precipitated the
January revolution of El-Tahrir Square.
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Towfik himself provided an explanation of
how he wrote Utopia. It was at the
Shubbak Literary Festival of 201 5, where
his resonant voice reached the British
Library by a live audio connection. He was
being interviewed by the panel moderator,
Yasmin Khan, who later paid tribute to
Towfik on her own blog, Sinbad Sci-Fi:
"His influence on Egypt’s zeitgeist cannot
be emphasised enough; he was regarded
a public intellectual as much as a pillar of
SF literature, frequently hailed by
Egyptians as the ‘Godfather of popular
culture’. Through his writing, he showed
unwavering dedication to mentoring a
generation of younger fans who had
brought him fame and success. The
outpouring of affection from Egyptians
mourning his loss is not just because he
was a talented writer. To the humble
masses, he was a relatable, friendly figure
who stood up against social injustice and
oppressive dictatorship. For Tawfik, the
realm of Sci-Fi was a catharsis to safely
vent his deep frustration with politics,
poverty and class divisions. He ingeniously
mastered the craft of dystopia as an
allegorical tool to make a scathing
commentary on Egypt’s status quo whilst
averting censorship.” Yasmin Khan,
Sindbad Sci-Fi
Khan began by noting that the breakdown
of society and reversion of animalistic
violence found in Towfik's Utopia
resembles the scene in Clockwork Orange.
Ahmed Towfik replied:

"

I

h ad n ' t

Clockwork Orange

at al l wh en I wrote i t. . .

in

mind
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sailed by the son of a very famous
Egyptian tycoon. The collision tore the
student apart, tore him to pieces. His
family lost him and yet they couldn't find
any compensation.
I was shocked. You know this metaphor,
or allegory, where we find the very rich are
literally tearing apart the lower class. They
are tearing them to pieces, just for fun. So
I imagined what would happen next in the
next few years.

Shubbak Festival interview (British Library, 201 5).

But later I found the resemblance. My
inspiration had many sources.

I wrote this for catharsis, it was done for
self therapy, so that I don't explode. The
book was written in 2008. Every child in
Egypt was quite sure that something
serious was going to happen, some sort of
explosion of things on the way.

First, there was the book of Dr. Galal Amin,
the famous professor at the American
University in Cairo: What happened to the
Egyptians? So many things happened to
the Egyptians at the end of the Murbarak's
regime. They changed a lot. Now the
middle class is dissolved. There is almost
no middle class. I belong to the middle
class and we are fighting every day, so
that we don't go down, and we're fighting
to go up. Some of us succeed to go up,
some of us go down... all the time. But no
middle class... it was a safety filter for
Egyptian society.

I wrote it and three years later there was
this January revolution. And I said that I
expected it would be a revolution from the
lower class, that it would be riots and
chaos and something very bloody and
horrible. It didn't happen. Fortunately it
didn't happen. The January revolution was
led by cultured youth, you know, those who
listen to Bob Marley and have J.J. Jareau
posters on their ceilings and walls. It was
a very peaceful revolution.
What
happened next is another story. But I was
very happy. And that's why I said that
Utopia is no use now. It's finished. No
more need for my story.

Second, there was a very famous accident
that took place in Egyptian society. It
involved a very poor college student, a
college of engineering student. He went to
the sea with his friends for his graduation
and he was hit by a yacht... The yacht was

But at this time, I'm becoming more and
more afraid that Utopia will happen, and
that next time it will be very bloody, indeed.
The facts is that the lower classes and
those who are hungry will lead the
revolution.
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I was optimistic and happy in 2011 . Now
I'm very anxious. I'm afraid. We were
optimistic about what happened in Syria,
we were very optimistic about what
happened in Yemen. Now you see
everywhere they are losing people, they
are getting disappointment, they are
getting restrained. Next time there will be
more violence.
Most people said that I prophesied or
anticipated the revolution. Some very
enthusiastic youth -- of course, I don't
believe this -- think that I somehow made
the revolution and that I partly caused the
revolution.
It a was very successful book. Sometimes
I wonder, since it's not that perfect, why did
Utopia get all this success in Egypt? It's
not perfect for me, in my opinion, it needed
a lot more, it had to be thicker than that...
But every young man in Egypt read Utopia,
and everyone thinks that I predicted the
January revolution.

p. 19
world. The Outside World: it's a jungle out
there. Everyone is killing each other.
Fighting, maybe hunting dogs to eat.
Things like this. Prostitution. Everything is
done outside the walls. Nobody from
outside Utopia is allowed to come inside.
For young men living in Utopia there is a
test for coming of age, a rite to prove his
manhood. He had to go out and hunt down
a poorer man then bring him back to
Utopia. Or at least bring his arm, to prove
to his friends that he did it. Just like safari
in Africa. So, the protagonist went with his
girlfriend outside, where they pretend to be
from the poorer classes. They go outside
to hunt and they couldn't return. They
discovered that they must join themselves
into the other society, they had to indulge
in every aspect of it in order to fit in.

The plot... It's very simple, you know..
Black and white. We have the future, and
we have these compounds. They are
developing in Egypt by now... everywhere
it's compounds! When you see the
advertisements on t.v., you will find ads
about compounds. Then you'll find adverts
asking people to give charity to hospitals.
It's just black and white.
Now in the future, compounds became
surrounded, where the elite and the rich
people lived. For them, it's a life of drugs
and sex and they enjoy everything. They
don't care what happens in the outside

Now We Open the Box, vol 2. (Jan, 201 8).
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It's scarey. As I said once before this
book is full of pus. If you squeeze the
papers, you'll get pus oozing out of it. I
was scared and afraid while I was writing
it. This was self-therapy. Therapy for my
Self."
Ahmed Towfik described his devastating
novel as exhuding pus when you squeeze
the pages. As if some festering wound
was opening up. Indeed, the mood of the
book is horrific at times, but it also has
many deeper layers and sensibilities.
The rich people, inured to their own jaded
lifestyle seem like soulless addicts,
hungering for their next fix of sadistic
pleasure. And the impoverished local,
who becomes their benefactor by hiding
them from a vengeful mob, turns out to be
much more complex inside than his
conditions would warrant.
While he sets up the circumstances for a
poor woman to be molested by the
Utopian, he does so with a double-edge
malice. Not only does he hate the elitists
who visit the dangerous parts of the city
to hunt people like animals, he also hates
his own situation, and all the cannibalistic
rites of the impoverished ones.

p. 20
Ultimately, the poor man demonstrates,
that life's meaning can be found in selfsacrifice, and in the same moment, the
truth can be plunged like a dagger into the
heart of those who think they are above
the law, above personal danger, and above
any morality at all. How that knife will go
on twisting! While the dead shall smile,
enraptured by the stark reality as they lie
at the feet of madness and delusion.
How much different is the dystopia of
Ahmed Towfik, than that of Terry Giiliam's
Brazil. Does anyone really believe that a
tissue of religiosity will let them escape on
angel's wings while their body is subject to
the agony of torture? What absolute rot.
That was Gilliam's point, of course, but it
still hurts. Towfik's pain transcends without
any artifice at all. Like the savage ending
of The Sheep Look Up, Towfik's Utopia is
destined to become a nightmare classic in
depicting our rotten near-future. Read it
and weep; but accept the beauty of seeing
what really festers in our dark hearts.
Accept the truth about what drives us to
impossible frenzies and to know that it is
completely uneccessary. In a strange way,
that is a Utopian outcome.

Inside of his mind, the poor man is
groping for both revenge and for
meaning. He finds it in proving, beyond
the shadow of a doubt, that the rich are
the depraved and bloodthirsty animals -for it is they who act from the desire to do
evil, while the starving people have
become savage as a measure of their
own survival.
spinner rack of Towfik's paperbacks
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The Android Circuit in Glasgow
Tom McGrath read poems at the Poetry
Olympics in Albert Hall in 1 965, an event
which he also reported on as the editor of
Peace News. In 1 966 he became the
editor of the International Times for it's first
twelve issues. His incisive, sparkling
editorials gave voice to the energized
times, though the massive amounts of
drugs were reported to have influenced his
retreat back to his native Glasgow. Back in
Scotland, McGrath was the founder of the
Third Eye Arts Centre, which became a
major hub of alternate theatre, poetry and
the arts.

Playwright and poet, Tom McGrath
McGrath's own play, Android Circuit,
appeared at the Traverse Theatre in 1 978.

Michele Gomez as Ruby Pulse.

“My first attempt to introduce science into
the theatre was The Android Circuit, in
which a cosmonaut makes love to a
female android, merging human and
machine. The set glittered with a rainbow
film. Artificial birds twittered on the
soundtrack. I wanted to introduce bright
colours again, make use of the synthesiser
as an instrument in the theatre. It seemed
that the theatre was lagging behind in its
reflection
of
technology:
the
“contemporary” world it was portraying was
dangerously out of date. I had seen laser
shows in London and had talked with
artists
about
Holography.
From
somewhere I learned that the most
powerful laser beam known to man was
called “Ruby Pulse”. I knew that must be
the name of the female character in my
play.”
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Android Circuit is a post-apocalyptic drama

declares that she will make use of Astro to
open up "The Android Circuit," which is the
only hope to save the human race. Of
course this act can only be consumated if
she has sex with Astro.

Despite the failing power supply of their
home, Astro and his servent, Sylvester,
occupy themselves by performing the
same rituals time and again. Their
seclusion is broken by the arrival of a
beautiful android in female form. Sylvester
is non-plussed by the appearance of this
artifical woman, Ruby Pulse, who was
secretly requested by Astro.

One can only hope that the newspaper
reviews of this extraordinary theatre piece
will be digitized in the near future so that
we can learn more about the play. Just
imagining what it was like is also rather
mind-boggling.

that takes place on a space station. There
are two men living there, surviving in the
relative comfort of their isolation in outer
space.

Sylvester's feelings for Astro are
threatened by the exciting newcomer who

The play has been restaged once since
then, in a different form, at the 201 7
Edinburgh Film Festival.
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